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3rd Karen’s Home from Home opens at
Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge
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Another year, another
opening. When
Debby, Karen’s
sister, and I sat
with a small group
of friends several
years ago we
could never have
predicted that
twelve years on we
would be opening
the third Karen’s Home
from Home, funding five
ho
r
b
complementary
services
ga
i n it i n o n e
for leukaemia patients,
their families and staff in
leading haematology departments
throughout England and in discussion for potential new
projects.

by the KMMT. The beautiful words and thoughts expressed in
the quotations on pages 4 and 5 express so eloquently how
Karen’s legacy is helping to ease just a little the emotional pain
of leukaemia patients and their families at a bleak time in their
lives. The sentiments really are a source of great comfort and
strength and give some meaning to the tragic loss of my Karen.
Thanks to our ever growing network of supporters, KMMT
income has not gone down during this time of economic
uncertainty. But my very professional, dedicated trustees and I
take nothing for certain: we need to maintain, ideally increase,
our current level of fundraising in order to continue to support
our current programmes and respond to new requests.
There are some suggestions of how you can help us in this
newsletter or you may have one of your own. We welcome
fundraising initiatives and are, of course, happy to help in any
way. I do hope we can look forward to your support in the
coming year.
Sylvia Morris, KMMT Chair

Over £1,500,000 raised
2011 saw another milestone: We received many many generous
donations during the year, and whilst it may be invidious to
single anyone out, I would particularly like to acknowledge the
very generous bequest in loving memory of Pamela Donn and
David Silver which brought our fundraising to over £1,500,000
in 12 years, and the regular generous support of the Tausz
family and the Klahr Charitable Trust in loving memory of our
sorely missed trustee, Thomas Tausz.
And we have been truly overwhelmed by donations received
from those who have stayed in a Karen’s Home from Home
or benefitted from one of the complementary services funded

Two KMMT Champion Fundraisers

Andrew Lansley, Minister of Health, formally opens the
3rd Karen’s Home from Home at Addenbrooke’s Hospital,
Cambridge; more photos on page 2

In this issue:

Lucy Tobin, champion Brent Cross
collector, with fiancé Howard Lesser and
young assistant Zac Jepps (a nephew
Karen never knew)

2011 London Marathon runner Paul
Solomon, the KMMT’s all time champion
marathon fundraiser, with dad Alan
Solomon and KMMT Chair Sylvia Morris
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Scenes from an Opening

Karen’s Home from Home was formally opened by Andrew
Lansley, Minister of Health, on 26 September 2011

Keith Hunt, complementary
therapies co-ordinator at the
Royal Free Hospital, London
describing how KMMT support
has helped his Department

KMMT Trustee Rodney Mariner, local Cambridge
supporter Maggie Pratt and baby Ayela Karen Jepps

KMMT Trustee Alan Banes and the Teenage
Cancer Trust’s Helen Bearfield-Swift

KMMT Trustee and Karen’s
sister Debby Jepps and Dr
Charles Crawley, Director for
Haematology at Addenbrooke’s
Hospital

Debbie Calver describing how Karen’s Home from
Home at Hammersmith Hospital was so appreciated
by her family (see pp 4-5)

KMMT Trustee Jon Pollins and Liz Hunt,
Assistant Director of Operations at
Addenbrooke’s Hospital

From KMMT Trustees
Why the KMMT has become a
company
When KMMT was first
established in Karen’s memory
there was general agreement
that an entity needed to
be formed which could be
registered as a charity. The
vehicle used was a simple
trust.
Since then the activities of
the Trust have expanded
and our Treasurer, Jon
Pollins, considered that this
was now the right time for
the charity to be managed
as a company limited by
guarantee. Consequently
a new company has been
formed and registered with
the Charity Commission as a
new charity; the assets of the
Trust have been transferred to
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the company and the trustees
have responsibilities as charity
trustees and directors of the
new company.
The assets of the charity
will be held in the name
of the company and not
in the individual names
of representative trustees.
However, although the
legal structure may have
changed, the activities and
administration of the charity
remain the same. Sylvia will
continue to inspire us with her
vision for KMMT and I shall
continue to have the privilege
of being able to work with an
amazing group of committed
trustees.
Alan Banes

Why I became a KMMT trustee
When I decided to run the
2009 London Marathon,
a friend suggested that I
should raise funds for the
Karen Morris Memorial
Trust. Although I had not
known Karen personally, our
mothers had been friends
for many years and I was a
great admirer of the work
that Sylvia had done in
setting up the KMMT and
raising so much money
to provide facilities for
leukaemia patients and their
families. The experience of
running the Marathon was a
truly incredible one, full of
excitement and emotion. It
was without doubt one of the
best and most memorable
days of my life. Just as
satisfying as completing the

26.2 miles was knowing that
my efforts that day were
helping to raise thousands of
pounds for the KMMT as well
as introducing the charity to
a number of people who may
not have been familiar with
it before. I was delighted and
very honoured when Sylvia
subsequently asked me if
I would consider playing a
more permanent role within
the KMMT by becoming a
trustee. I feel very fortunate to
have the opportunity to make
a positive contribution to the
KMMT’s future development
and to be working with such a
talented and motivated group
of fellow trustees.
David Peters

From KMMT Patrons
Matt Lucas
“proud KMMT patron”
who arranged for a full page advertisement in
the Les Miserables programme during his sell
out run as Thenardier at the Queen’s Theatre,
London, June to September 2011, writes:
It is not unusual for friends
and family to come together
after the tragic death of
someone they love, and set
up a charitable foundation to
honour their memory. What
is unusual, is for the charity
to maintain momentum and
it is no small tribute to Karen
that the KMMT continues to
do exactly that. Over ten years
since she left us, her legacy
remains. This is, of course,
due to the tireless efforts
of Sylvia and her devoted
team, but also to the light
that guides them, and that is
Karen herself. Karen’s bravery
and fortitude, in the face of
battle, continue to inspire
all those involved with the
charity. Her warm, engaging
but empowered approach to
life and the challenges she
faced set the tone. Sylvia,
the driving force at the heart
of the Trust, shows the same
strength and resolve as her

late daughter. There will
always be sadness. Self-pity,
never. It is a cliché to say that
someone’s death was not
in vain. It is also, to some
extent, distasteful. But the
degree to which Karen’s vision
has transformed the lives of
some of those affected by this
cruel, senseless disease, at
least brings, out of something
very bad, something vital and
very good indeed.

The KMMT is
particularly grateful to the
following for their support:
TTP Group, Melbourn, Herts for generously
sponsoring the opening reception at
Addenbrooke’s Hospital in September
Colborne Group, Surrey, VW and Audi dealers,
for generously sponsoring the Jazz Tea in May
For raffle prizes:
Chris Corbin at the Wolseley Restaurant
Peter Gordon at the Providores
and Tapa Room Restaurants
Oliver Thain, Richard Bradley and Max Freeman
of Chop Houses in Cambridge
National Magazine Company
The Angel Hotel, Bury St Edmunds

Charles Craddock
Professor of Haemato-Oncology at the Queen
Elizabeth Hospital in Birmingham writes:

Helping patients by helping families:
the Karen’s Home from Home Vision
Over the past three decades
remarkable progress has
been made in the treatment
of children and adults
with leukaemias and other
cancers of the blood. As the
result of the development of
increasingly complex drug and
transplant regimens long term
survival can now be delivered
to many patients who until
recently had no prospect of
cure. Because of the necessity
of delivering care of such
complexity in specialised
centres of excellence, patients
now spend many weeks
being treated on leukaemia
units miles away from their
family home, separated at
one of the most challenging
times in their lives from
their families, friends and all
the comforts of home. The
consequent disruption to the
support systems we all take
for granted compounds the
physical stresses and strains
of undergoing intensive
chemotherapy and transplant
therapy.
It was to address this
unmet need that the Karen
Morris Memorial Trust
was established. Over the
past decade the KMMT’s
vision that the experience
of patients undergoing
intensive treatment could be
transformed by establishing
residential units for patients’
families close to major
leukaemia units has been
fully vindicated. Thanks to
the ceaseless commitment
of KMMT’s Trustees and
supporters three Karen’s
Homes from Home have now
been established. Each has
shown how it is possible
to dramatically improve
the patient experience
by providing high quality

accommodation for patients’
families close to major
leukaemia and transplant
units. At the opening of the
latest Karen’s Home from
Home at Addenbrooke’s
Hospital in Cambridge in
September, Andrew Lansley
highlighted how the work of
the KMMT was providing a
model for the rest of the NHS
of how to deliver complex
cancer care with reduced
disruption to patients and
their families. As cancer care
becomes more complex
and ever more centralised
it is clear that the model of
Karen’s Home from Home will
increasingly become a core
component of such care.
For all who had known
Karen Morris during her
life the opening was a
poignant occasion with our
continued sadness at her
tragic loss balanced only by
the recognition of how proud
she would have been that
yet more patients and their
families will be able to face
the traumas of leukaemia
treatment together. For
all these reasons it is my
pleasure and privilege to be
a Patron of the Karen Morris
Memorial Trust.

Charles Craddock speaking at the
opening of Karen’s Home from
Home at Addenbrooke’s Hospital
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The Karen Morris Memoria
KAREN’S HOMES FROM HOME
Hammersmith
Hospital, London
opened January 2007

Churchill
Hospital,
Oxford

opened August 2009
“The accommodation at
the Churchill helped us
at a very difficult time.”
Kathryn
“The opportunity to
be in continual close
proximity was of
incalculable benefit to
myself and my wife …
thank you for having
the vision and energy to
provide such valuable
facilities.”
Bob
“I was lucky enough to be able to use the Karen Morris
room at the Churchill Hospital when my son had an autograft
bone marrow transplant and again when he had an allograft
transplant. I was very grateful not to have to drive back and
forth to the hospital for the whole time.”
Ann and Peter

SPECIALIST HAEMATOLOGY STAFF

Extract from Debbie
3rd Karen’s Home fro
in Cambridge

“My late father was diagno
acute myeloid leukaemia i
2007. The family were all
but very thankful that Ham
Hospital was willing to off
immediate treatment. How
concerned as to how we w
manage: the family all live
and my parents had been
over forty years and had n
separated from each other
length of time.

This is when the amazing
Morris Memorial Trust step
They took all the worries o
a difficult decision away fr
had a facility where we co
my father through his trea
treatment was intensive a
my father being in hospita
months during each treatm
in isolation. My mother wa
of the Karen’s Home from
It was truly amazing: in th
grounds with every facility
think of, truly a home from
mother was even able to c
father’s meals and take th
him. This was a huge high
day, talking about what m

From Left to Right: Sharon Reynolds (Que
Hospital, London), Ann Bond (Queen Eliza

Sharon Reynolds

Jane Cornwall

Royal Free

“Your treatment was a ray of comfort and
relaxation throughout my treatment.”

“The boredom factor of being in isolation is massive
and the massage relieved that – it was a highlight of
the day … when I am having a bad day it is the one
thing that I look forward to.”

“The KMMT has
made such a valuable
resource possible in
the Royal Free. The
relationship of the
KMMT and my team
has been a wonderful
journey and with our
joint dedication the
haematology patients
are having a far better
experience.”

Andri

Lynette

Keith Hunt
Complementary
Therapies
Co-ordinator
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was going to prepare for him; he
always loved my mum’s cooking and
enjoyed boasting to the doctors and
nurses that he was married to the best
cook in the world. This also gave my
mother a sense of purpose – that she
was actually able to do something
herself for him which would not have
been possible without these amazing
facilities. I am sure this helped my
father fight this horrendous disease and
my mother to cope with the situation
into which she had been thrown. I felt
completely reassured when I visited. I
had been so worried about my father’s
treatment and my mother being so far
away and on her own in London. She
felt completely safe in the flat and I
was able to visit every weekend.
These facilities are not only an absolute
godsend for the family but also to the
patient. When my father was allowed
out of isolation, he went to the flat for
an hour or two and could relax and
start to feel a slight sense of normality
again. He had many card games and
a glass or two of wine which always
brought a smile to his face, absolutely
priceless for all of us.”

Addenbrooke’s
Hospital, Cambridge
opened July 2011

“What the Karen Morris
Memorial Trust has provided
here at Linton House, is a
truly wonderful facility. A
home from home for families
for whom stress levels are
running at near to breaking
point. When you are told
that a member of your
family has leukaemia, there
is no notice period. There is
no time to sort yourself out
or make any kind of plan.
You are thrown into a world
of fear and exhaustion.
Everyone tells you that you
should look after yourself so
that you can continue to be
able to help the patient, but
actually thoughts of your
own needs slip away and
sometimes that is easier
said than done.
The provision of this flat takes
away all that worry, and of
course the potential expense
for the family. It is here
ready for any family which
finds itself a long way from

home and faced with the scary world of
leukaemia. My family are regular visitors to
Addenbrooke’s and Linton House provides
us with the best base we could wish for to
enable us to support our son.
We warmly thank the family of
Karen Morris. Their own experience
of supporting their daughter with
leukaemia led them to establish such
accommodation and I hope our thanks
will bolster their belief that they are
indeed providing a fantastic facility for
others facing similar times of difficulty.”
Lorraine

een Elizabeth Hospital, Birmingham), Jane Cornwall (University Hospital Coventry & Warwicks), Jill Alexander, Keith Hunt and Hameeda Chaudhry-Hill (Royal Free
abeth Hospital, Birmingham) and Shahnaz Hama (Nottingham University Hospital)

Ann Bond

Shahnaz Hama

“I am writing this letter as a
haematology patient at the QE
to thank you and to express
how valuable and important the
counselling treatment and support I
have received from Ann Bond is. I
consider the sessions to be a valuable
part of my treatment and truly believe
that along with the medical care I
receive, psychological support is as
important to keep me mentally strong
and help cope with the physical
challenges the illness brings. At the
end of a session I always feel more
positive about the future which helps
my physical being.”

“Mr X was diagnosed with acute myeloid
leukaemia and arrived in the ward overtly
antagonistic towards hospitals in general
and more specifically the prospect of
being in hospital for any period of time.
He decided he would not accept any
kind of treatment and had the right to
leave the ward and take a bus home
….Shahnzaz spent two hours with him
after which Mr X was immediately more
settled, almost friends and amenable
to treatment … he is now in remission
and doing well. Without Shahnaz’s
intervention I have no doubt that
treating him would have been
virtually impossible.”

Sharon

BMT fellow
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2011 – KMMT
January

March

Karen’s Home from Home
at Hammersmith Hospital
is 4 years old

Sharon Reynolds,
complementary therapist for
leukaemia patients at the
Queen Elizabeth Hospital,
Birmingham, begins her
fourth year of funding by
KMMT

February
14th Annual KMMT Supper Quiz
is another sell out

May
Richard and Sara Pollins share their
wedding with the KMMT by asking guests
to make a donation to the KMMT
•
3 runners in the BUPA 10k raise over £1,000
•

•

Jazz Tea at the Riverside Barn in Walton
with Sheila Barth and friends

Shahnaz Hama, clinical
support nurse for leukaemia
patients at Nottingham
University Hospital, begins
her third year of funding by
KMMT
•
Jill Alexander and Hameeda
Chaudhry-Hill, complementary
therapists at the Royal Free
Hospital in London, begin
their seventh year of funding
by KMMT

Concentration!

Sheila and the legendary vocalist and
percussionist Frank Holder

June
April

Happy helpers

*

5 runners in the London
Marathon raise the chart topping
amount of over £20,000

“James and I got married in June 2011 and
we were very keen to remember Karen
and to share this happiest of days with the
KMMT.
Karen knew everyone, she was friends
with everyone and everyone wanted to
be her friend. So the fact that we were
both friends with Karen - friends from
completely different parts of her life shouldn’t have come as much of a surprise
to either of us and, for me, the fact that
James had Karen’s seal of approval certainly
helped me make my mind up about him.
So much of my friendship with Karen
revolved around boys and boy trouble. I
couldn’t begin to count the number of
French conversation classes which were
bunked in favour of discussing the latest
news. I think Karen would have approved of
this most momentous piece of boy news and
it was really special to be able to remember
her on our wedding day.”

Libby
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Ann Bond, haematology
counsellor at the QE,
Birmingham, begins her sixth
year of funding by KMMT
•
KMMT has a stall at the Akiva
School summer fete
•
James and Libby Francken share
their wedding with the KMMT
by asking for donations to the
KMMT instead of a gift *
•
Nick Gold completes
the Iron Man

Chris Brim and Paul Tasker,
2 members of the KMMT
Golden Bond Team

Year in Pictures
July

September

Karen’s Home from Home at
Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge
opens for residents

November

Formal opening of Karen’s Home
from Home at Addenbrooke’s
Hospital

Jonny Singer completes a
sponsored haircut/cycle challenge
for the KMMT

•

•

Debbie and David Calver, family
and friends undertake the 3 Peaks
Challenge for Addenbrooke’s

KMMT collectors at Brent Cross
Shopping Centre raise over £1,100

(see extracts from Debbie’s address at the
opening of Karen’s Home from Home at
Addenbrooke’s on pp 4-5)

Andrew Lansley with Helen
Balsdon, haematology lead nurse at
Addenbrooke’s and Sylvia Morris

Left to right: David Calver,
Debbie Calver, Helen Vickery,
Guy Young (Debbie’s Brother)

Keith Hunt, complementary therapies
co-ordinator at the Royal Free Hopsital
in London and a dynamic KMMT
supporter

October

August
2nd Karen’s Home from Home
at the Churchill Hospital, Oxford
is 2 years old

Carol Stanton shares her “special”
birthday with the KMMT in
appreciation of staying at Karen’s
Home from Home at Hammersmith
Hospital during her late husband’s
treatment.

The following events were held after the previous newsletter had gone to press. As they
represent how the work of the KMMT is appreciated by both supporters and the families of
leukaemia patients, we have included them in this issue.

23 participants in Hadrian’s Wall Trek in August
2010 raise over £23,000, the largest amount
ever raised by a single KMMT event

December
Jane Cornwall, haematology
counsellor at the University Hospital
Coventry and Warwicks, begins her
third year
•
Duncan Simpson (left) completes
the Florida Marathon for the KMMT
in gratitude for his family living in
Karen’s Home from Home in Oxford

Marcus Gibson does a
sponsored haircut and
shave in loving memory of
his mother-in-law,
Maureen Ricketts
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Keep up-to-date
with the KMMT by email

Send us your email address to keep informed of
events and
developments during the year;
and please let us know of any changes in you
r mailing address.
Send your email address with the subject head ‘mai
ling list’ and we’ll
automatically send news and updates straight to
your email inbox.

info@kmmt.org.uk
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KMMT begins supporting a complem
entary
therapist at the Queen Elizabeth Hos
pital,

